Computer table & Chair

Technical Specification

I  Computer table

1. Supplying and fixing computer table of size: 120 cm * 60 cm* 75 cm, for sides, vertical, bottom, door and back made of 18 mm prelaminate particle board.
2. Top of table finished with prelaminated particle board and edge banding with same colour PVC tape.
3. One drawer of 40 * 50 * 18 cm size, one cupboard with shelf, CPU Stand, Foot Rest, key board tray fitted with necessary fittings such as wire / cable manager, auto closing hinges, stainless steel handle, multipurpose lock, sliders, necessary bushes etc. with fully closed back panel.
4. All wood finish should give the feeling of warmth and blends with the office ambience
5. Should be compact with ample storage
6. Should be aesthetically appealing in looks.
7. Should be Stylish, Sturdy and durable.

II Computer Chair

2. Mid Back size shall be 45 (W) x 53 cm (H) and Seat Size shall be 50 (w) and 48 cm (D). (Minor variations will be accepted.)
3. The polyurethane foam is to be moulded with density =45±2 kg/m3 and Hardness =20±2 kg on Hampden machine at 25% compression.
4. Armrests (fixed) shall be scratch and weather resistant made of black integral skin polyurethane reinforced with M.S. insert.
5. Should have 360 degrees revolving facility, back tilt facility & Upright position locking facility.
6. The pneumatic height adjustment has to be an adjustment stroke of minimum 8 cm.
7. The pedestal is to be fabricated from 0.2 cm thick CR Steel, powder coated and fitted with an injection molded black polypropylene hub cap and 5 no.s twin wheel castors. (Castor wheel dia 5.0 cm)